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About This Game

DISCOVER THE FIRST CROWD-DEVELOPED GAME

The Best Of MagiCats is the first 2D Platformer made by its own community. Discover 100 outstanding levels made by
brilliant creators all over the world. Some are incredibly tricky, others are funny, and all of them have a fascinating story behind

them. Discover how great a game can be, when the whole world chips in to make it!

AWARD WINNING Game: "Best Video Game" award at M.A.G.I.C. by Shibuya Productions.

Play as a brave MagiCat to save the MagiCat Kingdom!

Evil rats invaded your country. Lands were plundered… and there are no fish left to eat. What a tragedy! Fight against the rats’
army, defeat the mysterious and epic boss, and behold the awesome power… of the cat!

Key Features:

 FOR THE FIRST TIME, a game will share 50% of its revenue with its creative community as part of our ‘Fair Game’
initiative
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 100 AWESOME LEVELS: the craziest and the most original playing experience you can imagine

 EPIC BOSS FIGHTS: face off against the 7 generals of rats’ army in various battle modes

 EXCLUSIVE SKINS: change your outfit, hat and weapon to make your cat unique!

 Beautiful hand-drawn 2D environments

A Fair Game Initiative
Fair Game means that half of the game’s revenue will be shared between the 100 level builders for their outstanding creations.

When purchasing this game, you are supporting a young but promising initiative dedicated to boost creativity and talent all over the
world.
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Title: The Best Of MagiCats
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dreamz Studio
Publisher:
Dreamz Studio
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64 bits

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000-5000 series (game in 720p)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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A nicely done satire, showing civilization in a nutshell. Somewhat reminiscent of Monthy Python, not only because of the
animation technique, but also because of the high level of intelligence in this buffoonery.
I found the puzzles to be a bit simplistic, yet had fun throughout .. Using Rift) Simply a wonderful game, makes you feel like a
kid again. Physics on all the games are great and it's so much fun. You're not going to get 100 hours out of it, but it's a great
game to dip into every now and again and to show off to people new to VR.. Original and refreshing strategy game. No micro,
only macro. With this very specific gameplay, iubes definitely proves how important economy and build orders are, just like any
conventional RTS.

The game got a "Massive Multiplayer Online" dimension. Your fights are not just random launched games, every victory is
useful to travel in a world map. Once you have made a giant world tour against some average opponents to capture 4 flags and
learn the basics, the most fun part starts:

You will have to join the center of the map and capture a territory to become the king. That's where fighting against replays is
interesting, because when someone defeats you, you'll have to beat a replay, which as been specially made to kill your previous
strategy. This force you to have a different approach on every game. Repeat the same one, and you will just be crushed!. Nice
and fun indie game with great gameplay and ambience. It's mashup of snake, pacman, robbo and other titles with some original
mechanics. And it tastes amazingly well.
Attention to the "just one more level and I'll finish, I promise" syndrome :)
. I'm not impressed with the first 20 minutes or so of gameplay. The interface is clunky and doesn't respond well, there are UI
issues (I couldn't work out how to close out the galaxy map) and graphics are sub par on many flash games in the same vein..
There is no game here still. Only a technical demo with few features. You can make your base and ship of load predefined ones
and fly around a bit. That's all.. I only bought this game because Treklen looks like Guts from Berserk! but wow, if you enjoy
the old school JRPG's like final fantasy 123456 ect this is a great purchase, the crude sense of humour really is the Tobasco
needed to spice up a genre which quite frankly has been on its knees for the last few years!

This game is great value at £3.99! at roughly 4 hours long a pound an hour is more than worth it and the developer has injected
the exact sort of humour that tickles my funny bone(r)

8/10. Abandonware.. Well, it's not like it's a bad game. I mean, it has some funny dialogue and some of the puzzles aren't bad.
Unfortunatily those moments are too far in between. The story is not very interesting, and the most of the puzzels are very easy.
The graphics aren't bad for this kind of game, and they blend well with the silly characters. It's just it gets boring after a couple
of hours.
Although it's not that bad of a game i wouldn't recommend this game unless you are really into british humor and this kind of
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I love these action games.

Heckabomb is a twin stick shooter - xbox360 controller is best

The game alternates between a score stage, where you have to collect salvage from destroying asteroids, to a survival like stage
where you are required to 'move' (fly around) a certain distance. At the completion of each stage you can hyperspace out.
You can upgrade weapons, armour, salvage collectors etc. and the game CAN be saved.

Visually its appealling, the gameplay is action\/arcade that is not a bullet hell style game, but one that can be successfully played
with some practice.

If you like twin stick shooters - get it

8\/10

. Nice puzzle, if you like new ways of thinking.. Challenging game and mind numbing, but it is a great and addicting game. I
hate it when you place the block in the wrong place!. This is just a ton of fun, and I don't know how I had never heard of it.
KickBeat is a DDR-style rhythm game with a holistic sensibility about the beat, jumping among drums, guitar, and vocals as
they become prominent in the song. It doesn't feel like you're playing the drums with your keyboard; it feels like you're
conducting the whole song. The mapping of the built-in songs is precise and joyful. The songs themselves are way more
industrial-metal than I usually prefer, but in this game they work perfectly, and you'll agree with me even if it's not your genre.

Apart from gameplay, one thing that really stands out is the unexpectedly hilarious writing of the cutscenes. Honest belly laughs.
It's baffling how writers with such good instincts could name their game KickBeat, possibly the most forgettable name for a
video game I can think of, right up there with the equally underappreciated Defender's Quest.

The upper difficulty levels sometimes require three simultaneous button presses, and some keyboards -- including both of mine
-- have an issue with "ghosting" that prevents them from registering all three. This is not a game bug, it's a hardware bug, but it's
still something to be aware of before you buy. The lower difficulty levels are still plenty satisfying and offer lots of
replayability.

Full-throated recommendation. This game deserved press and didn't get it.. A well-made game from a small team with an
enormous level of details. You can spend hours exploring grandfather's room with hidden secrets. Nice use of your room setup
— the first time I see something so natural.

The books in the beginning — do they mean something or not?. It isn´t that bad ^^.. https://youtu.be/Qh2DGHQWREM

The mix of old and new elements that the Dad and Daughter team brings to this game is pleasant surprise to theme. The rough
edges of the game including enemy AI, balance, and question structure does ultimately keep this game from being
recommendable.. AMAZING fun with friends! It's like BomberMan meets Mario Party! I'm excited to stream this, this was
such a great experience! Will definitely be playing this on a regular basis! Keep up the great work, David! 9/10. One of the
worst combat systems I have seen In a game.
Which is a shame because the premise and aesthetic are both great.
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